COOLER LOCATION
This transmission cooler was designed to mount on the vehicle's frame rail. When selecting the best location for your vehicle, always consider a location that will deliver the maximum airflow to the cooler.

MOUNTING
1. Holding the cooler in place, use a marker to identify the two mounting locations.
2. Using a drill and 9/32" drill bit, drill the two mounting holes in the frame.
3. Using the Bolts, Washers & Lock Nuts provided, install cooler onto the frame.

PLUMBING METHODS
Primary Cooling
Secondary Cooling

(DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS NOT PROVIDED)
Hose and Plumbing accessories SOLD SEPARATELY.

Warning: Installation of accessories should only be undertaken by those with mechanical knowledge and are familiar with working on vehicles. Always use eye protection (goggles, safety glasses or shield). Park the vehicle in a well lit area, on level ground and apply the parking brake. Only work on a cold vehicle that has been sitting overnight, failure to do so will result in severe burns and injury. Before starting the vehicle, make sure no tools or any other items are left under hood that could interfere with or be drawn into moving parts of the engine. Failure to follow instructions can lead to severe damage and personal injury.